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Protect up to 4 devices per user Protect up to 4 devices per user, thus ensuring maximum
security for users. Webroot SecureAnywhere Business User Protection features: Webroot
SecureAnywhere Business User Protection is a complete security solution designed for the
business environment, allowing system administrators to easily protect and manage up to 4

devices per user. The program comes with all of the features and capabilities that have been
included in Webroot SecureAnywhere Business Endpoint Protection, but also adds support

for mobile devices (keeping them safe from online threats, theft, and malicious mobile
applications), thus making it suitable for BOYD (bring your own device) environments.
Intuitive looks The program comes with an easy-to-use, straightforward interface, which

makes it suitable for all kinds of users, and which also ensures that system administrators can
take advantage of its features without having to get through complicated operations. The

solutions requires the creation of an online account, and allows system admins to easily deploy
the endpoint application on target computers, as well as to manage all of the needed devices
from a single interface. Group devices to better enforce policies The online console displays
info on all of the computers and mobile devices that system administrators have to manage

(when setting up the console, system admins receive a code that is used for tracking all
endpoint clients). Devices can be grouped together in multiple categories, thus offering

simplified management capabilities. Furthermore, administrators can enforce new policies on
all managed devices, or only on those included in a specific group. Block users from

modifying antivirus clients In addition to being able to enforce specific protection policies on
managed devices directly from the online console, system administrators are also offered the

possibility to lock users out of the tool, so as to ensure that they can not modify the initial
settings. The program can be set to run hidden on the target computers, performing all of the
necessary scan tasks in the background, without interfering with the user activity on the target

machine. A fast and reliable solution All in all, Webroot SecureAnywhere Business User
Protection can easily prove a good solution for system administrators looking for a solution to
keep multiple type of devices safe and secure. It is easy to deploy, offers protection for both
computers and mobile devices, and allows administrators to manage everything from a single,
web-based interface. Webroot SecureAnywhere Business User Protection Frequently Asked

Questions (FAQ): Q. What exactly is Webroot SecureAnywhere Business User Protection? A.
SecureAny
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KEYMACRO is an online and offline password generator that generates 128-bit (AES-256)
passwords that are both random and complex enough to be hard to crack. For the brute-force
attack, the program uses a dictionary of words and combinations of words to find the correct

password. About GQAPN Title: Protection is all you need. GQAPN ( is a network of
protection products and services. Our web site is your portal to a wide array of the most cost
effective protection products on the web. Whether you are looking for a quality antivirus, an
online backup, firewall, parental control or anti-spam solution, you are sure to find the tools
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you need here. Our newest product: Webroot SecureAnywhere Business User Protection is
now available and protects all your mobile devices and computers with a unique combination
of Antivirus, Parental Control, Intrusion Prevention, and Web Shield. About AV-TEST.org
Title: Testing the Antivirus market! AV-TEST is an independent testing organization which
aims to offer, over time, objective and precise information for the user to be able to choose,
buy or reject products.AV-TEST will test antivirus solutions based on their new and actual

features, in order to detect and report security issues, and finally evaluate solutions according
to the highest standard. We only test antivirus solutions by an independent, impartial testing
team. About Webroot Title: The world's most trusted anti-malware and identity protection.

Webroot delivers award-winning endpoint security technology that helps prevent attacks, keep
data safe and secure, and help you meet compliance requirements. All of the Webroot

SecureAnywhere® products combine multiple layers of security to keep your system safe in
the most demanding enterprise and small business environments. Webroot SecureAnywhere®

Business and Endpoint Protection for Small Businesses and Webroot SecureAnywhere®
Mobile Security are the most effective security solutions for protecting the most common

mobile devices and laptops. About OpenCandy Title: The World's #1 Online Gifting Solution.
OpenCandy is a unique online gifting service for the whole family. With OpenCandy, you
have the ability to give virtually any product, any time, from any store and any brand in the

world, directly to the recipient. About F-Secure Title: F-Secure. Efficient solutions.
77a5ca646e
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Webroot SecureAnywhere Business User Protection is a complete security solution designed
for the business environment, allowing system administrators to easily protect and manage up
to 4 devices per user. The program comes with all of the features and capabilities that have
been included in Webroot SecureAnywhere Business Endpoint Protection, but also adds
support for mobile devices (keeping them safe from online threats, theft, and malicious
mobile applications), thus making it suitable for BOYD (bring your own device)
environments. Intuitive looks The program comes with an easy-to-use, straightforward
interface, which makes it suitable for all kinds of users, and which also ensures that system
administrators can take advantage of its features without having to get through complicated
operations. The solutions requires the creation of an online account, and allows system admins
to easily deploy the endpoint application on target computers, as well as to manage all of the
needed devices from a single interface. Group devices to better enforce policies The online
console displays info on all of the computers and mobile devices that system administrators
have to manage (when setting up the console, system admins receive a code that is used for
tracking all endpoint clients). Devices can be grouped together in multiple categories, thus
offering simplified management capabilities. Furthermore, administrators can enforce new
policies on all managed devices, or only on those included in a specific group. Block users
from modifying antivirus clients In addition to being able to enforce specific protection
policies on managed devices directly from the online console, system administrators are also
offered the possibility to lock users out of the tool, so as to ensure that they can not modify
the initial settings. The program can be set to run hidden on the target computers, performing
all of the necessary scan tasks in the background, without interfering with the user activity on
the target machine. A fast and reliable solution All in all, Webroot SecureAnywhere Business
User Protection can easily prove a good solution for system administrators looking for a
solution to keep multiple type of devices safe and secure. It is easy to deploy, offers
protection for both computers and mobile devices, and allows administrators to manage
everything from a single, web-based interface. APP Information Download Version 5.0.1.161
(51001) Apk Size 24.38 MB App Developer Webroot Malware Check TRUSTED Install on
Android 4.1.x and up App Package com.webroot.managedapps.apk MD5
a7ae5a0fbf0b37b566

What's New in the Webroot SecureAnywhere Business User Protection?

SYSTEM: *Operating System: Windows XP/7/8/10 *Spywareblaster: Recommended as the
best firewall software ever for Windows based systems. It’s easy to use, free, and has a lot of
features, including an easy to use firewall management console, a powerful system security
and network monitoring features, a plug-in manager, a great help page, and many more.
*Spywareblaster review: *The best antivirus software: *Anti virus programs for Mac:
*Antivirus programs for Windows Mobile: *Antivirus programs for Android: *Security
software for Mac: *Mobile device security: *Computer security software: *Computer security
programs: *Internet security software: *Windows security software: *Security software for
computers: *Computer security software: *PC security programs: *Computer security
software reviews: *Antivirus programs for Windows: *Antivirus programs for Mac:
*Antivirus programs for Android: *Antivirus programs for iOS: *Antivirus programs for
Windows Mobile
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GT 512MB, ATI Radeon HD 3650 512MB DirectX: 9.0
Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i3 2.0 GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 2GB, ATI Radeon HD 5850
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